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Our faith traditions teach the sacred
value of repentance. At every moment,
we can turn from what is harmful and
choose renewal instead. This fall, our
congregation is joining with others to
turn, too, towards a future in which we
don’t have to burn anything to heat our
communities or our homes.
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We must face the ways in which
burning methane gas, in particular, is endangering all of us. For too long,
many of us haven’t had a choice—burning gas or oil has been the only way we
could heat our homes, draw hot water, or cook food every day. But in this season,
we have come to understand that methane gas causes harm: below ground, the
pipes that bring gas to homes leak and risk explosions; above ground, burning gas
inside our homes hurts the lungs of young and old who breathe indoor pollution;
above our heads, burning gas pours heat-trapping pollution into our skies,
accelerating the climate crisis. So in this season, we must choose to turn: to a
safer, cleaner, and more efficient future where everything is electric and draws
power from renewable sources.
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Together, we can turn towards a clean energy future that
protects our neighbors and our common home.
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Today, we ask you to join with congregations across our region in calling on our
leaders to lead our communities away from burning, helping to
electrify our homes and to move away from systems of pipes
that lock us into using harmful methane gas.
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Join us by filling out this card:
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Dear elected leader,

Dear elected leader,

I am part of ___________________________, a congregation that feels called
to care for our neighbors and our climate by removing fossil fuels like methane
gas from our homes and communities. Methane gas is a climate super polluter,
and, when burned inside, it endangers all of us who breathe the pollution it causes
indoors. Now is the time to stop building homes with gas, and to help
our communities in turning away from burning entirely. I call on you to champion
legislation that supports safe, healthy, all-electric homes.
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